
The members of the Arraya Solutions team possess
Enterprise Architecture expertise along with deep
knowledge and production delivery experience with
big impact solutions, including cloud, datacenter
management and automation, messaging and
collaboration, and virtualization.
 
That experience and industry know-how have been
distilled into a proven methodology which the Arraya
team uses to deliver high value solutions to clients.
Those solutions are tailored to best meet our clients’
unique business needs.

MAKING TECHNOLOGY WORK FOR BUSINESS

Microsoft  Solut ions

The Arraya Solutions Microsoft Practice has the depth and experience to strategize, plan,
design, implement, and manage very large enterprise solutions including:
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END USER COMPUTE & MOBILITY — Empower your workforce to remain productive in the
office or on the go with cloud-first technologies that remove the boundaries of the traditional
workspace. Leverage solutions such as Azure, Intune, Office 365, System Center, and more to
ensure employees have a secure, reliable way to access the company resources they need,
whenever they need them.

CLOUD SOLUTIONS & AUTOMATION — Why not have your service desk application work for
you? End user-friendly, cloud-driven self-service automation takes IT pros out of the loop for
repeatable and well-defined business processes. By automating these repeatable processes, IT
staffers will be free to tackle larger and more meaningful tasks in your technology
environment.

COLLABORATION — Despite persistent rumors of its demise, email continues to be a
foundational piece of corporate communication and collaboration strategies. Office 365 takes
that stalwart solution and launches it into the cloud, eliminating much of the hands-on effort
required by on-prem email deployments. In addition, Office 365 backs that platform with
advanced, real time communication tools like Teams, capping off an approach that increases
security while decreasing management complexity.



What sets us apart?

DISCOVER ARRAYA
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Ranked 2nd in East region for net new Office
365 adds

Deep talent pool across the Microsoft
business productivity, intelligent cloud, and
data center stack

Recipient of Microsoft’s Mid-Atlantic Area
“Rising Star” award

Ranked 25th Nationwide for Verified   Office
365 Wins

Gold managed partner with an array of
leading Microsoft certifications

We’ve worked hard to give our diverse
customer base customized IT solutions. 
 
How can we help you?
 

Arraya Solutions provides technology strategies and solutions to propel your business
forward. Through an extensive offering of IT solutions, advisory, consulting, staffing, and
managed services, we empower our customers to achieve impactful outcomes. Arraya
delivers the tools, talent, and technological expertise companies need to rise to the top of
their field.

When you partner with Arraya, you get much more than industry-leading IT solutions and
services. You get a team of individuals who are as committed to your business as you are.
Our employees have the technical skills and experience necessary to resolve any issues you
may have, but it’s our people skills and attention to the customer experience that set us
apart. We focus on building strong relationships with our customers that instill comfort,
trust and peace of mind.


